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The Top Quark

• Our understanding of the top quark as an elementary particle and 
    its dynamics in QCD is very solid.

• Many of its properties were explored at the Tevatron.

• LHC experiments were catching up extremely fast.
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The Top Quark

Current “Hot Topics”
 

• Precision top quark mass determination

• Asymmetry at the LHC

• ttb+jets (rapidity gaps)

• Boosted top quarks

• NNLO QCD cross section / distributions

• ...
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The Top Quark and Electroweak Theory

• Most of the previously mentioned quantities are related to 
   effects in QCD.

→ What do we know about top quark interactions with γ, Z, W or H ? 

• This question immediately motivates the study of the processes 

• CDF finds 30 ttb+γ events. All other processes have never been observed

   at the Tevatron (high threshold + penalties from branching fractions).

→  Only the LHC will allow to study of these processes.

→  What precision on el.weak couplings can be reached?

• There are other ways to access these interactions:

    single top, top quark decay, indirect sensitivity (b→sγ, ρ-parameter, gg→H,...)
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OUTLINE

• Quick look at constraints on t-b-W and t-t-H couplings

• Coupling studies in ttbar+γ production at the LHC

• Coupling studies in ttbar+Z production at the LHC

• Summary
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Constraints on  t-b-W  and  t-t-H  couplings



  

t -b -W  Interactions

•                 at the 14TeV LHC has a total NLO cross section of 0.7 pb

    → No current constrains from the LHC

• t-b-W can also be probed in single top production and top decay dynamics

[Campbell,Ellis]

[Garzelli,Kardos,Papadopoulos,Trocsanyi]

[Aguilar-Saavedra,Castro,Onofre]

• SM
• SM
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t -t-H  Interactions

•                at the 14TeV LHC has a total NLO cross section of 0.7 pb

    

→ No observation yet (7+8 TeV)

[Beenakker,Dittmaier,Kramer,Plumper,Spira,Zerwas], [Dawson,Jackson,Orr,Reina,Wackeroth]
[Frederix,Frixione,Hirschi,Maltoni,Pittau,Torielli]], [Garzelli,Kardos,Papadopoulos,Trocsanyi]

•  Large backgrounds. Lots of work on improving S/B.

•  Coupling sensitivity studied and summarized in [Ellis,Hwang,Sakurai,Takeuchi]

[Brod,Haisch,Zupan]
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Coupling studies of ttb+γ



  

tt + photon
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tt + photon

• Directly sensitive to top quark electric charge Qt

• At LHC, gg dominated (small ISR contamination ~ Qu, Qd)

• Has an asymmetry already at LO 

• Control sample for ttb+H

Interaction

~ Magn. dipole mom.

~ Electr. dipole mom.

• In the SM: [Hollik]
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Current Qt determination

→ Exotic top quark charge is excluded at 8+ sigma

→ No sensitivity to EDM and MDM from these experiments

1) Identify W-boson charge through lepton charge

2) Pair W-boson with correct b-jet

3) Measure b-jet charge
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tt + γ: Anomalous couplings

• LO studies in form factor approach

• Photon transverse momentum is a good analyzer

[Baur,Juste,Orr,Rainwater] (2004)
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tt + γ: Anomalous couplings

• LO studies in form factor approach

→  Residual scale uncertainty is biggest limiting factor in these studies

[Baur,Juste,Orr,Rainwater] (2004)
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Other anomalous couplings limits

• Study of dipole moments in single t j+γ [Fael,Gehrmann]

• Constraint on dipole moments from 

[Kamenik,Papucci,Weiler]
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pp → tt+γ at NLO QCD

[Melnikov, Scharf, MS]
Phys.Rev. D83 (2011) 074013



  

Technology

• Numerical OPP integrand reduction

• Generalized D-dimensional unitarity 

→ Basic ingredients are tree level amplitudes 

→ Rational part obtained from calculation in D=6, D=8 → D=4-2eps
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• Real correction are regularized by dipole subtraction with alpha cut

• Narrow-width approximation for top quarks (param. in                    )

• NLO correction to top and W decay implemented analytically

→ retain full NLO QCD spin correlations

Technology
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NLO QCD tt+γ at the 14 TeV LHC

Smooth-cone photon isolation [Frixione]

More than 500 events with pTγ>100 GeV from 100 fb-1
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NLO QCD tt+γ at the 14 TeV LHC

Smooth-cone photon isolation [Frixione]

→ Photons with pTγ<50 GeV are dominantly emitted in the decay 
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Sensitivity to Qt at the LHC

→  Compare SM vs. Exotic (Qt=-4/3) hypotheses

• Naive expectation of       scaling fails:
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Sensitivity to Qt at the LHC

• Apply cuts to suppress radiative top quark decays
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Sensitivity to Qt at the LHC

• Apply cuts to suppress radiative top quark decays

→  Significantly stronger separation power:

 

     
    But total cross section is reduced by x5.
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Sensitivity to Qt at the LHC

• Compare two approaches:

1) Large cross section, less separation power

2) Small cross section, strong separation power

→ What is the luminosity required for a 3-sigma separation     

     between the two hypotheses?

•  While it seems beneficial to apply the RDS cuts at LO. 

    The gain is much smaller at NLO QCD. The reason are 

    significantly different K-factors for the two sets of cuts.
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Sensitivity to Qt from cross section ratios

• Normalizing to ttbar cross section cancels many systematics

    (e.g. αs , pdfs, luminosity..)

• Some kinematic distributions show good shape sensitivity
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[R. Röntsch, MS]
arXiv: 1404.1005

pp → tt+Z at NLO QCD



  

LO coupling constraints

[Baur,Juste,Orr,Rainwater] (2004)
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LO coupling constraints

[Baur,Juste,Orr,Rainwater] (2004)

→  Residual scale uncertainty is biggest limiting factor in these studies
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NLO QCD tt+Z at the 14 TeV LHC

• We neglect emission of Z's in the top decay,
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NLO QCD tt+Z at the 14 TeV LHC

• MSTW and CTEQ pdfs give consistent results
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Sensitivity to V and A couplings
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Sensitivity to V and A couplings
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Coupling fit

• Determining the coupling sensitivity requires a large grid 

    of coupling choices at NLO. We need ~500 grid points.

→  Fit the NLO cross section:

• Calculating six NLO QCD cross sections for different ()

   is sufficient to obtain the full dependence.

• This hold not only for the total cross section but also for 

   histogram bins (and correctly accounts for accept. cuts & spin correl.)
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• Determining the coupling sensitivity requires a large grid 

    of coupling choices at NLO. We need ~500 grid points.

→  Fit the NLO cross section:

Coupling fit
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Coupling fit

• 3200 cross sections at NLO for non-SM vector and axial couplings

• Degeneracy around the axis  ΔC1,V=-1  (↔ C1,V=0) because the 

   cross section is dominantly ~ 
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Statistical Analysis

• We perform a binned log-likelihood ratio test

→ Define two likelihood functions for SM and alternative hypothesis

• Can be used to define a test statistic (LL ratio):

• Neyman-Pearson Lemma guarantees optimal separation power

   between the two hypothesis (if there are no nuisance parameters)
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Statistical Analysis

• LL ratio distributions evaluated with SM and alternative hypothesis

Type-I error: prob. accepting Halt 
                     even though HSM is correct

Type-II error: prob. accepting HSM 
                       even though Halt is correct
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First constraints from CMS data

• First measurement of the total cross section by CMS at 7 TeV 

• Set Hnull = “CMS data” and test Halt against it

• Treatment of uncertainties:

     Theory: scale + pdfs → Uniform distribution (± 40% at LO, ± 15% at NLO)

     Experiment: statistical → Poisson,  systematic → Gaussian  (± 20%)
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Constraints from future LHC runs

• Study projected limits from future LHC run

• Consider Ecm=13 TeV and luminosities L=30, 300, 3000 fb-1

 • Null Hypothesis = SM couplings

    Alternative Hyp. = non-SM couplings

 • Flat uncertainties, ±30% at LO and ±15% at NLO
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Constraints from future LHC runs

LO 30 fb-1

LO 3000 fb-1

LO 300 fb-1

NLO 30 fb-1

NLO 3000 fb-1

NLO 300 fb-1
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13 TeV, NLO QCD13 TeV, NLO QCD

7 TeV 13 TeV
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Constraints from future LHC runs

LO 30 fb-1

LO 3000 fb-1

LO 300 fb-1

NLO 30 fb-1

NLO 3000 fb-1

NLO 300 fb-1
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Constraints on dim-six operators

“A minimal set of top anomalous couplings”  [J.A. Aguilar-Saavedra]
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Constraints on dim-six operators

“A minimal set of top anomalous couplings”  [J.A. Aguilar-Saavedra]

• Given excellent agreement between prediction and experiment (LEP,SLC) 

    for the Z-bL-bL interactions, we are setting                                  ( by SU(2)L ).

• Other experimental constraints arise from SM epsilon parameters
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Constraints on dim-six operators
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SUMMARY

• LHC will allow detailed studies of ttb+V,H final states 

• Subsequent coupling constraints yield direct sensitivity to BSM physics or 

   serve as cross check of indirect determinations

• Analyses at NLO significantly improve the sensitivity to coupling parameters
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